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GOVERNANCE

HOW TO BE PRESENT IN BRUSSELS ?

Representation office
Legal personality

Subsidiary

Cross-border
transformation

No separate legal
personality from
the foreign legal
entity

No separate legal
personality from the
foreign legal entity

Separate legal personality from the foreign legal
entity

Continuity of legal
personality

No specific administrative formalities to perform

Specific registration
process

Specific incorporation
process

Specific procedure for
the transfer

Less burdensome
than for incorporating
a subsidiary or the
cross-border transformation

More burdensome than
for the registration of a
Belgian branch office

Cumbersome
(depending of the
law applicable in the
country of origin)

No bodies.
Only a legal
representative is
appointed

Governance structure will
vary according to the legal
form chosen

Governance structure
which will vary according to the legal form
chosen

Incorporation
Informal
process
presence

No bodies

Governance

EU Funding

Belgian branch
office

A Belgian
representation
office of a non-EU
based legal entity
is not eligible

A Belgian branch
office of a non-EU
based legal entity is
not eligible

(e.g. associations have a
general assembly and a
board of directors while
foundations only have a
board of directors)

A Belgian based subsidiary
of a non-EU based legal
entity is eligible

(e.g. associations have a
general assembly and a
board of directors while
foundations only have a
board of directors)
A non-EU based legal
entity having opted for
the cross-border transformation in Belgium is
eligible
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The content provided in these answers is for general information only and it may not apply in a specific situation or to a specific transaction. Specific advice should
always be sought before taking any action based on the information contained in this document. This information is not intended to create, nor does receipt of it
constitute , an advisor (tax, legal or other advisor)-client relationship. Although Visit.Brussels and its Contributors have made every effort to ensure the accuracy
of this document, neither Visit.Brussels nor the Contributors accept any responsibility for any errors or omissions contained herein or from consequences that
may derive from errors, omissions, opinions or advice given in these answers. Although the information is accurate as at the date it was written, be advised that the
topics covered in this documents are ever-evolving and the information contained herein may not reflect current legal, tax, political or other development, case law
or regulations.

